
Barge and Bike 2015

Notice regarding Barge and Bike tours in Europe 2015.

The company we have used are already fully booked for 2014 and these are about the only
dates we could get for 2015

We had approx 60 members who did one tour this year, so there are plenty of people you
can ask. The vast majority travelled with this company and most enjoyed the experience. If
you want some positive information talk to John Uyen.

If anyone is interested in a Barge and Bike tour as outlined briefly below please contact John
Yeats jyeats12@hotmail.com. These dates are being held for us for a short time and we
will need to confirm soon, if there are sufficient numbers.

At this stage I am looking to see if there is enough interest to proceed. If so, we will firm up
the bookings and further details will obviously follow re costing arrangements, detailed
itinerary etc.

Tour 1 - Bruges Round Tour

 Brochure  489 Kbytes pdf

August 1 - August 15 Bruges / France roundtrip.

The tour begins and ends in Bruges and we will bike and sail Bruges - Deinze - Kortrijk - Lille
- Valenciennes - Doornik - Oudenaarde - Ghent - Bruges.

The price is €32400 + €3080 ( 22 bikes) + €2720 ( guide) = €38200 ( : 22 = €1736 pp).

Tour 2 - Mosel Grand Tour

 Brochure  600 Kbytes pdf

August 1 - August 15
Cochem - Metz - Cochem: 14 day Mosel and Saar trip..

The price is €41182 + €2720 (guide) + €3600 (24 bikes) = €47502 (:24 = €1979 pp).

Mailto: jyeats12@hotmail.com
http://www.over55cycling.org.au/itinerary/Bruges tour.pdf
http://www.over55cycling.org.au/itinerary/Metz tour.pdf
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